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THE CHALLENGE
Research shows that travel managers and buyers are reluctant to 
change travel management providers due to the inconvenience 
of transitioning to a new provider. The thought of moving a travel 
program to a new Travel Management Company (TMC) can sound 
overwhelming even when the change will benefit the organization 
greatly.  A TMC implementation is often perceived as creating 
significant work and potential disruption to the travel program. 

THE OPPORTUNITY
Leverage technology and project management expertise to create 
a proven, stress-free and convenient onboarding process, greatly 
alleviating the time and effort required of new clients – and 
preventing disruption to the travel program.

THE SOLUTION
To improve the client experience, Fox developed proprietary 
implementation technology that follows the firm’s 3i technology 
philosophy: Innovative. Intuitive. Intelligent. An innovator in 
the industry, Fox created custom dashboard technology that 
graphically displays implementation milestones, resources, 
status metrics and project plans in real time. This technology was 
developed by Fox’s dedicated implementation management 
team and is based on travel manager research and insights. This 
team also created an updated workflow process and interactive 
project plan to provide travel managers with full transparency into 
completed and upcoming tasks.

New clients are provided an interactive web-based dashboard — an 
organized repository that is accessible 24/7. Fox updates all tasks 
in the backend database; this information then feeds directly into 
the dashboard, graphically displaying updates of all completed 
and pending tasks. It gives real-time, on-demand access to the 
implementation project plan. 

Additionally, new clients are assigned a dedicated implementation 
manager at Fox who is highly accessible and guides the entire 
process with a comprehensive, proven project management 
plan. This ensures our clients are always up-to-date on the 
implementation status and proactively addresses common pitfalls 
that could cause unnecessary disruption to the travel program. 

Finally, Fox conducts a post-implementation review two weeks 
after the launch date to analyze the experience. Feedback from 
this review is then further incorporated into the process, so it is 
continually evolving.

• Since Fox rolled out its 
new project management 
technology and process, 
clients have reported a 
streamlined and convenient 
onboarding experience that 
resulted in an updated and 
refreshed online booking tool 
and travel program. Fox also 
has a 100% on-time launch 
rate

DISCOVERIES

• Fox has received validation 
that the investment in this 
process has resonated with 
travel managers, eliminating 
the stress and interruption 
involved with a TMC 
implementation project.
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In over 18 years of supply chain management, I have 
never had any transition go as smoothly as with Fox. 
It was outstanding. We felt well taken care of anytime 
we had questions or requests from our team. Having 
clear information from Fox helped us make the right 
decisions throughout the process. The training and 
communication process worked perfectly for us and 
our stakeholders. We especially appreciated the 
implementation dashboard so that we could stay on 
track even as we were working on other projects. Fox 
gets an A+!

-Director of Purchasing of a Wisconsin-based
global corrugated and plastic packaging company

Everything during the implementation process went 
well and was appropriately structured. We actually 
went live several days early, which was great. The Fox 
team was wonderful through the process. We love the 
monthly reports and scorecard. Overall, we are very 
satisfied with our move to Fox.

This was the most seamless implementation that I 
have ever been a part of. The implementation team at 
Fox was organized and on point. Our team provided 
information as needed and we talked through the 
changes we wanted with Fox and they were always 
receptive to our issues and concerns. We hit our target 
start date and Fox provided in-house training for our 
employees which was very well received.

- Travel Manager of an Ohio-based
multinational supply chain technology company

-Travel Manager of a Florida-based 300+ location national retail chain


